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7s start KL- 

KLATSCH ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

KLAVERN AEKLNRV local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLAXONS AKLNOSX KLAXON, low-pitched horn [n] 

KLEAGLE AEEGKLL official in Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KLEPTOS EKLOPST KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively [n] 

KLEZMER EEKLMRZ Jewish folk musician [n -S, -IM] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 

KLUDGED DDEGKLU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUDGES DEGKLSU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUDGEY DEGKLUY kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

KLUGING GGIKLNU KLUGE, to kludge (to put together from ill-fitting components) [v] 

KLUTZES EKLSTUZ KLUTZ, clumsy person [n] 

 

7s contain -KL- 

ANKLETS AEKLNST ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

ANKLING AGIKLNN ANKLE, to walk (to advance on foot) [v] 

AUKLETS AEKLSTU AUKLET, small auk [n] 

BACKLIT ABCIKLT illuminated from behind [adj] 

BACKLOG ABCGKLO to accumulate [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BACKLOT ABCKLOT outdoor area in movie studio [n -S] 

BAKLAVA AAABKLV Turkish pastry [n -S] 

BAKLAWA AAABKLW baklava (Turkish pastry) [n -S] 

BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black (being of darkest color) manner [adv] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLEAKLY ABEKLLY in bleak (dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing))) manner [adv] 

BOOKLET BEKLOOT small book [n -S] 

BRICKLE BCEIKLR brittle candy [n -S] 

BRISKLY BIKLRSY in brisk (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 

BUCKLED BCDEKLU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUCKLER BCEKLRU to shield (to provide with protective cover or shelter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUCKLES BCEKLSU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

CACKLED ACCDEKL CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CACKLER ACCEKLR one that cackles (to make sound of hen) [n -S] 

CACKLES ACCEKLS CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CANKLES ACEKLNS CANKLE, thick ankle [n] 

CHUCKLE CCEHKLU to laugh quietly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj --LIER, -LIEST] 

COCKLED CCDEKLO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCKLES CCEKLOS COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

CRACKLE ACCEKLR to make succession of snapping sounds [v -D, -S, -LING] 

CRACKLY ACCKLRY brittle (likely to break) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRANKLE ACEKLNR to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRANKLY ACKLNRY in crank (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 
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CRINKLE CEIKLNR to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRINKLY CIKLNRY crinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DARKLED ADDEKLR DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKLES ADEKLRS DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DECKLES CDEEKLS DECKLE, frame used in making paper by hand [n] 

FICKLER CEFIKLR FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FRANKLY AFKLNRY in frank (honest and unreserved in speech) manner [adv] 

FRECKLE CEEFKLR to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRECKLY CEFKLRY marked with freckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GRACKLE ACEGKLR blackbird [n -S] 

HACKLED ACDEHKL HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HACKLER ACEHKLR one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n -S] 

HACKLES ACEHKLS HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HECKLED CDEEHKL HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HECKLER CEEHKLR one that heckles (to harass speaker) [n -S] 

HECKLES CEEHKLS HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HOOKLET EHKLOOT small hook [n -S] 

HUCKLES CEHKLSU HUCKLE, hip [n] 

INKLESS EIKLNSS being without ink [adj] 

INKLIKE EIIKKLN resembling ink [adj] 

INKLING GIIKLNN slight suggestion [n -S] 

JACKLEG ACEGJKL unskilled worker [n -S] 

KECKLED CDEEKKL KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KECKLES CEEKKLS KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KNUCKLE CEKKLNU to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

KNUCKLY CKKLNUY having prominent knuckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

MACKLED ACDEKLM MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACKLES ACEKLMS MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MICKLER CEIKLMR MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MICKLES CEIKLMS MICKLE, large amount [n] 

MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUCKLES CEKLMSU MUCKLE, large amount [n] 

MUKLUKS KKLMSUU MUKLUK, soft boot worn by Inuits [n] 

NECKLET CEEKLNT close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n -S] 

NICKLED CDEIKLN NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NICKLES CEIKLNS NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

OAKLIKE AEIKKLO OAK, hardwood tree or shrub [adj] 

PICKLED CDEIKLP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICKLER CEIKLPR vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n -S] 

PICKLES CEIKLPS PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PRICKLE CEIKLPR to prick (to puncture slightly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PRICKLY CIKLPRY having many sharp points [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv] 

RANKLED ADEKLNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANKLES AEKLNRS RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RUCKLED CDEKLRU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 
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RUCKLES CEKLRSU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUNKLED DEKLNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLES EKLNRSU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

SHACKLE ACEHKLS to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SICKLED CDEIKLS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement having single blade [v] 

SICKLES CEIKLSS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement having single blade [v] 

SKLENTS EKLNSST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SLACKLY ACKLLSY in slack (not tight or taut) manner [adv] 

SLEEKLY EEKLLSY in sleek (smooth and glossy) manner [adv] 

SLICKLY CIKLLSY in slick (smooth and slippery) manner [adv] 

SPACKLE ACEKLPS to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLE AEKLPRS to give off or reflect flashes of light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPECKLE CEEKLPS to speck (to mark with small spots) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STARKLY AKLRSTY STARK, harsh in appearance [adv] 

STICKLE CEIKLST to argue stubbornly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUCKLED CDEKLSU SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SUCKLER CEKLRSU one that suckles (to give milk to from breast) [n -S] 

SUCKLES CEKLSSU SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

TACKLED ACDEKLT TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

TACKLER ACEKLRT one that tackles (to seize and throw to ground) [n -S] 

TACKLES ACEKLST TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

THICKLY CHIKLTY in thick (having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite) manner [adv] 

TICKLED CDEIKLT TICKLE, to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation [v] 

TICKLER CEIKLRT one that tickles (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [n -S] 

TICKLES CEIKLST TICKLE, to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation [v] 

TINKLED DEIKLNT TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINKLER EIKLNRT one that tinkles (to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds) [n -S] 

TINKLES EIKLNST TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TRICKLE CEIKLRT to flow or fall in drops [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRICKLY CIKLRTY marked by trickling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRUCKLE CEKLRTU to yield weakly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWINKLE EIKLNTW to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WINKLED DEIKLNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WINKLER EIKLNRW one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from position) [n -S] 

WINKLES EIKLNSW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WRINKLE EIKLNRW to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRINKLY IKLNRWY having wrinkles [adj -LIER, -LIEST]  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start KL- 

KLATCHES ACEHKLST KLATCH, social gathering [n] 

KLEPHTIC CEHIKLPT KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [adj] 

KLONDIKE DEIKKLNO card game [n -S] 
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KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components [adj] 

KLUDGING DGGIKLNU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KLUTZIER EIKLRTUZ KLUTZY, clumsy (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

KLYSTRON KLNORSTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

 

8s contain -KL- 

ASPARKLE AAEKLPRS sparkling [adj] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKLASH AABCHKLS to cause reaction [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BACKLESS ABCEKLSS having no back [adj] 

BACKLIST ABCIKLST to include in publisher's list of older book titles [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLOAD AABCDKLO to defer financial obligation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALKLINE ABEIKLLN starting line in track events [n -S] 

BARKLESS ABEKLRSS having no bark; unable to bark [adj] 

BEAKLESS ABEEKLSS BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEAKLIKE ABEEIKKL BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BIWEEKLY BEEIKLWY publication issued every two weeks [n -LIES] 

BLACKLEG ABCEGKLL to work against labor strike [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOKLORE BEKLOOOR book learning [n -S] 

BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S] 

BUCKLING BCGIKLNU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

CACKLING ACCGIKLN CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

COCKLIKE CCEIKKLO resembling rooster (male chicken) [adj] 

COCKLING CCGIKLNO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic [n -S] 

COOKLESS CEKLOOSS having no person that cooks [adj] 

CORKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling cork (porous tree bark) [adj] 

DARKLIER ADEIKLRR DARKLY, in dark (having little or no light) manner [adv] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR dark [n -S] / DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DECKLESS CDEEKLSS lacking deck [adj] 

DISKLESS DEIKLSSS having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer) [adj] 

DISKLIKE DEIIKKLS resembling disk (flat, circular plate) [adj] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DUCKLING CDGIKLNU young duck [n -S] 

FECKLESS CEEFKLSS worthless [adj] 

FICKLEST CEFIKLST FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FOLKLIFE EFFIKLLO traditions, skills, and products of people [n -S, -IVES] 

FOLKLIKE EFIKKLLO folkish (characteristic of common people) [adj] 

FOLKLORE EFKLLOOR lore of people [n -S] 

FORKLESS EFKLORSS having no fork [adj] 

FORKLIFT FFIKLORT to raise or transport by means of forklift (machine with projecting prongs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORKLIKE EFIKKLOR resembling fork [adj] 

FRANKLIN AFIKLNNR medieval English landowner [n -S] 

HACKLIER ACEHIKLR HACKLY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 
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HACKLING ACGHIKLN HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HAWKLIKE AEHIKKLW resembling hawk (bird of prey) [adj] 

HECKLING CEGHIKLN HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HOOKLESS EHKLOOSS lacking hook [adj] 

HOOKLIKE EHIKKLOO resembling hook [adj] 

HUSKLIKE EHIKKLSU resembling husk [adj] 

KECKLING CEGIKKLN KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KNUCKLER CEKKLNRU type of baseball pitch [n -S] 

LEAKLESS AEEKLLSS designed not to leak [adj] 

LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj] 

LUCKLESS CEKLLSSU unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

MACKLING ACGIKLMN MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MASKLIKE AEIKKLMS suggestive of mask [adj] 

MICKLEST CEIKLMST MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MILKLESS EIKLLMSS lacking milk [adj] 

MUCKLEST CEKLMSTU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n -S] 

NECKLACE ACCEEKLN to kill by placing tire around neck and setting it on fire [v -D, -CING, -S] 

NECKLESS CEEKLNSS having no neck [adj] 

NECKLIKE CEEIKKLN resembling neck [adj] 

NECKLINE CEEIKLNN line formed by neck opening of garment [n -S] 

NICKLING CGIIKLNN NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PEAKLESS AEEKLPSS having no peak (pointed top) [adj] 

PEAKLIKE AEEIKKLP resembling peak [adj] 

PENUCKLE CEEKLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PICKLING CGIIKLNP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICKLOCK CCIKKLOP tool for opening locks [n -S] 

RANKLESS AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj] 

RANKLING AGIKLNNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RECKLESS CEEKLRSS foolishly heedless of danger [adj] 

RETACKLE ACEEKLRT to tackle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RISKLESS EIKLRSSS free of risk [adj] 

ROCKLESS CEKLORSS having no rocks [adj] 

ROCKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling rock (large mass of stone) [adj] 

ROCKLING CGIKLNOR marine fish [n -S] 

RUCKLING CGIKLNRU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUNKLING GIKLNNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

SACKLIKE ACEIKKLS resembling sack [adj] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SICKLIED CDEIIKLS SICKLY, to make sickly [v] 

SICKLIER CEIIKLRS SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adj] 

SICKLIES CEIIKLSS SICKLY, to make sickly [v] 

SICKLILY CIIKLLSY SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adv] 
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SICKLING CGIIKLNS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement having single blade [v] 

SILKLIKE EIIKKLLS resembling silk [adj] 

SKLENTED DEEKLNST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SOCKLESS CEKLOSSS having no socks [adj] 

SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [n -S] 

SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

SPRINKLE EIKLNPRS to scatter drops or particles on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STICKLER CEIKLRST one that stickles (to argue stubbornly) [n -S] 

STRICKLE CEIKLRST to shape or smooth with strickle (instrument for leveling off grain) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUCKLESS CEKLSSSU having no juice [adj] 

SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S] / SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

TACKLESS ACEKLSST having no tacks [adj] 

TACKLING ACGIKLNT equipment [n -S] / TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

TANKLESS AEKLNSST having no tank [adj] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TICKLACE ACCEIKLT type of small seabird [n -S] 

TICKLIER CEIIKLRT TICKLY, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

TICKLISH CHIIKLST sensitive to tickling [adj] 

TINKLIER EIIKLNRT TINKLY, producing tinkling sound [adj] 

TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S] / TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TRUCKLER CEKLRRTU one that truckles (to yield weakly) [n -S] 

TUSKLESS EKLSSSTU having no tusk [adj] 

TUSKLIKE EIKKLSTU resembling tusk [adj] 

TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 

UNBUCKLE BCEKLNUU to loosen buckle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WEAKLIER AEEIKLRW WEAKLY, weak and sickly [adj] 

WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S] 

WEEKLIES EEEIKLSW WEEKLY, publication issued once week [n] 

WEEKLONG EEGKLNOW continuing for week [adj] 

WICKLESS CEIKLSSW having no wick [adj] 

WINKLING GIIKLNNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WORKLESS EKLORSSW unemployed [adj] 

WORKLOAD ADKLOORW amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

YOLKLESS EKLLOSSY lacking yolk (yellow portion of egg) [adj] 


